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NON SEQUITUR by Wiley

BLONDIE by Dean Young and John Marshall

HI & LOIS by Chance Browne

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE by Chris Browne

SNUFFY SMITH by Fred Lasswell
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ACROSS
1 Tuscany city
5 Optimistic

11 Pentagon grp.
14 Hostile to
15 Betty with million-

dollar legs
16 Alias letters
17 Oahu inlet
19 Moving truck
20 Come up
21 Concisely, briefly
22 Pollution patrol grp.
23 Endeavors
25 Actor Quaid
27 Film as an art form
30 Chip load
31 Martyred archbishop

of Canterbury
34 Retirement letters
36 Skin opening
39 Tony-winner Hagen
40 Aridity
43 Shaft of light
44 AEC chairman

(1952-56)
46 All the same
47 Sprout molars
49 Nocturnal raptor
51 To the rear
53 Lingo
56 Fleets of warships
60 End of a bus.?
61 Involuntary

contraction
64 Greek letter
65 Commotion
66 Florida inlet
68 Fall mo.

69 Baltimore player
70 Gimlet ingredient
71 Mine vein

72 Make orderly
73 Restaurant rating

unit

DOWN
1 Dads
2 Not active
3 Step
4 Queasy while flying
5 Inarticulate grunt
6 Commendation
7 Farm outbuilding
8 Diminishes
9 Spoken

10 Designated
11 One of the Quad

Cities
12 Giraffe relative
13 Carvey and Ivey
18 Taxed
24 Portal
26 Tuck partner
28 After-dinner treats
29 Metric measure
31 Prickly husk
32 Seventh Greek

letter

33 Jessica Fletcher’s
TV hometown

35 Fall flower
37 Fan noise
38 Peacock feather

marking
41 Vote of

endorsement
42 Sunday speech
45 “Sands of __ Jima”
48 Paint choices
50 Capital of Portugal
52 Mex-Tex entree
53 Harpsichord

descendant
54 Two words

separated by a
virgule

55 Steeple top
57 Red figure
58 Lizard of the Old

World
59 “Long, Tall Glasses”

singer Leo
62 Gobi’s location
63 Dundee lad
67 Craving
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Bridge
by Frank Stewart

A sense of time

Stress can cause nonepileptic seizures
Dear Dr. Roach: I have

a loved one who is male, 57
and does not use alcohol or
drugs. He has been having
seizures for the past eight or
nine years. In the early years,
they were infrequent and very
random. They lasted 30-45 sec-
onds, during which he would
stare off into space, and when
he came out of it he was con-
fused and very agitated.

He has always worked in
the construction industry, as
a heavy-equipment operator.
Last December he totaled a
truck and could have killed
or been killed. He has no
warning when he’s about to
seize. He limits his driving as
much as possible. He has been
unable to work for the past
couple of years.

He has been diagnosed as
having nonepileptic seizures
caused by stress. He had been
prescribed 600 mg per day of
oxcarbazepine for a couple of
years. When they got worse,
they doubled it to 1,200 mg,

and about a month ago they
added paroxetine 20 mg.

He can’t work because he
has seizures, he has seizures
because he has stress, he has
stress because he can’t work.
Any suggestions? — G.G.

It sounds like his doctor has
made the diagnosis of psycho-
genic nonepileptic seizures,
which is a challenging and
probably unrecognized condi-
tion. People with this psycho-
logical disorder have events
that appear to be seizures, but
an EEG done during an event
shows no seizure activity.
This is a diagnosis that needs
to be made by an expert, usu-
ally a neurologist with special
expertise in epilepsy, and with
the evidence of a video EEG.
It is associated with other psy-
chological disorders, such as
anxiety, depression or post-

traumatic stress disorder.
It’s not clear to me that

this stringent diagnosis
has been made, and I hon-
estly don’t know whether he
is having epileptic seizures.
Oxcarbazepine is a commonly
used seizure medicine, but
it does not seem to be work-
ing. Paroxetine is an antide-
pressant that sometimes can
increase the likelihood of sei-
zures. I don’t understand why
he would be on oxcarbazepine.
I would strongly recommend
a complete evaluation by an
expert in epilepsy.

Dear Dr. Roach: I wrote
you back in March about an
anemia. I had a colonoscopy
and an endoscopy done, and
I also had a capsule endos-
copy done after the first two.
Everything was fine, and my
doctor didn’t find anything
having to do with anemia.
However, yesterday I had a
physical at my internist’s
office and she, once again,

said that I’m anemic. Now she
wants me to have an echocar-
diogram, since she said I have
a heart murmur. Also, she is
referring me to a hematologist
with regard to the anemia.
Does this sound appropriate?
— C.A.

A heart murmur is a
sound made by blood flowing
through the heart valves. It
can be caused by an abnormal
valve or if the blood flow is
higher than normal. If you
have a significant anemia, the
heart has to work extra hard,
because your blood can’t
carry as much oxygen as it
ought to, so a murmur is not
uncommon. However, depend-
ing on the type and quality of
the murmur, your doctor may
have reason to send you for an
echocardiogram.

If your internist can’t find
a reason for your anemia, then
yes, I think a visit to a hema-
tologist is a good idea. There
are many possible causes.

DENNIS THE MENACE by Hank Ketcham

THE FAMILY CIRCUS by Bil Keane

BEETLE BAILEY by Mort Walker
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based
on a 9x9 grid with several given num-
bers. The object is to place the numbers
1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each
row, each column and each 3x3 box con-
tains the same number only once. The
difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudoku
increases from Monday to Sunday.
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